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Abstract: A finite element model of a poly-
mer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is
described in this paper. We divide the PEMFC
into two separate and parallel 2D regions which
are connected by the 1D regions representing the
membrane electrode assembly (MEA). COMSOL
Multiphysics was used as a development tool for
hierarchical 1D MEA models. Here we present a
1D model that is based on seven governing equa-
tions describing the transport of the charges, heat,
dissolved water, water vapor, hydrogen and oxy-
gen. Extension of this model includes also the
eight equation corresponding to the liquid water
phase. Preliminary results of our simulations are
also given.
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1. Introduction

In the energy hungry modern world, the need to
replace the fossil fuel based systems with sustain-
able and clean energy technologies is enormous.
The leading replacement candidate in the trans-
port applications as well as in stationary applica-
tions are the hydrogen fueled polymer electrolyte
membrane fuel cells (PEMFC). In PEMFCs the
chemical energy of hydrogen and oxygen is trans-
formed into electricity, whereas the only byprod-
uct is pure water.

The research and development of PEMFC sys-
tems is an ongoing process with an increasing de-
mand for accurate numerical models. The two
main obstacles when modeling the PEMFCs are:
(i) the large area to thickness ratio of PEMFCs
which makes a 3D analysis of the whole cell
computationally very expensive and (ii) numerous
coupled physical and electrochemical processes
and solution variables which make the model very
complex and numerically unstable. In order to
tackle the first obstacle (i) we divided our model
into a combination of two separated 2D regions,
which are connected by the 1D regions, see [12].
The 2D regions capture all the significant in-

plane phenomena, while the connecting 1D re-
gions model the through-plane processes in the
membrane electrode assembly (MEA). We tackle
the second obstacle (ii) by carefully choosing
which processes/fields are included in the model
and what type of parameterization is used.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, the governing equations are pre-
sented to model a membrane electrode assembly.
Modeling in COMSOL Multiphysics is briefly ex-
plained. Preliminary results are presented in Sec-
tion 3, and conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. 1D MEA models

The geometry of the membrane electrode as-
sembly is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of 5 sub-
domains representing the anode side gas diffusion
layer Ω1, anode side catalyst layer Ω2, membrane
layer Ω3, cathode side catalyst layer Ω4 and cath-
ode side gas diffusion layer Ω5. The six bound-
aries are denoted with ∂Ωi, i = 1,2,3,4,5,6.

Figure 1: Geometry of the MEA model

2.1 Model with 7 fields

The behavior of the MEA can be described with
varying level of complexity which is dependent on
the number fields used and their type of parame-
terization. The following field variables are solved
for: the electrostatic potential of electrons ϕe and
protons ϕp, the temperature field T , the dissolved



water content of the membrane λ , the water va-
por concentration cv, the hydrogen concentration
cO2 and the oxygen concentration cH2 . The gen-
eral form of governing equation for each field can
be described with the following partial differential
equation

∇ · jΩi
f ield = qΩi

f ield , (1)

where jΩi
f ield is the flux, qΩi

f ield is the source/sink
term and the subscript f ield denotes the fields
ϕe,ϕp,T,λ ,cv,cO2 ,cH2 . The superscript Ωi de-
notes the subdomain as indicated in Fig. 1.
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where i is the subdomain index, σ
Ωi
e is the conduc-

tivity of the electron conducting phase, σ
Ωi
p is the

conductivity of the proton conducting phase, κΩi

is thermal conductivity, ndrag = 2.5λ

22 is the elec-
troosmotic drag coefficient, F is Faraday’s con-
stant, DΩi

λ
is the dissolved water diffusion coef-

ficient, Vm is the molar volume of the dry mem-
brane, DΩi

v is the water vapor Fickean diffusion
coefficient, DΩi

O2
is the oxygen effective diffusion

coefficient, and DΩi is the hydrogen effective dif-
fusion coefficient. The nonzero source/sink terms
related to the fluxes (2) are
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where QA and QC are the charge source/sink terms
according to the Butler-Volmer equations, ∆SA is
the anode side reaction entropy, ηA is the anode
overpotential, ∆SC is the cathode side reaction en-
tropy, ηC is the cathode overpotential and Qdv is

a source/sink term related to desorption and ad-
sorption of dissolved water from and into the elec-
trolyte. Note the substantial coupling of the fields
in (3). The material and other parameters in (2)
and (3) are generally not constants, but are rather
functions of several field variables, which intro-
duces additional coupling between the fields. For
brevity, the full form of parameterization used in
our simulations is omitted in this paper and we di-
rect the reader to references [2], [3], [4], [5], [7],
[8], [9], [11], [12], [13], [14], [16] for further dis-
cussion.

The partial differential equations (1), along
with (2) and (3), are solved for the prescribed zero
Neumann boundary conditions

(~n · j f ield)|∂Ωi = 0, (4)

where~n denotes the outer normal at the subregion
boundary ∂Ωi, and prescribed values of Dirichlet
boundary conditions

f ield|∂Ωi = f ield|∂Ωi , (5)

where f ield|∂Ωi is the prescribed value of a field
variable at the boundary ∂Ωi. The list of po-
sitions and accompanying fields with zero Neu-
mann boundary conditions (4) used in our simula-
tions is

∂Ω2 : p,λ ,
∂Ω3 : e,v,cH2 ,
∂Ω4 : e,v,cO2 ,
∂Ω5 : p,λ ,

(6)

and the list with prescribed Dirichlet boundary
conditions is

∂Ω1 : e,T,v,cH2 ,
∂Ω6 : e,T,v,cO2 .

(7)

2.2 Model with 8 fields

The extension of the model described above in-
cludes also the field related to liquid water satura-
tion s. The liquid water flux js is defined in the
gas diffusion layers (Ω1 and Ω5) and in the cata-
lyst layers (Ω2 and Ω4) and modeled according to
Darcy’s law [5]

js =−
K

Ωi
absKrel

µw
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∂ s ∇s, (8)

where KΩi
abs is the absolute permeability of the do-

main Ωi, Krel is the relative permeability, µw is
the dynamic viscosity of liquid water and pc is the
capillary pressure. The relative permeability and
the relationship between saturation s and capillary



pressure pc are parametrized according to the Van
Genuchten model [15], [6]
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where ηk, mk, pcb, m and n are measurement fit
parameters and pstd

atm is the standard atmospheric
pressure. The source/sink terms related to water
vapor in (3) no longer hold in this model. Instead,
the liquid water and water vapor fields are coupled
through phase change source and sink term Qpc
(see e.g. [10])
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(10)

Zero Neumann boundary conditions for the liq-
uid water field are assumed at ∂Ω3 and ∂Ω4 and
prescribed Dirichlet boundary conditions are as-
sumed at ∂Ω1 and ∂Ω6. currents

2.3 Use of COMSOL Multiphysics

The implementation starting point in COMSOL
Multiphysics was the definition of geometry in
Fig. 1. We further defined parameters and vari-
ables related to terms (2)-(3) and included seven
General Form PDEs representing Eqns. (1). Each
PDE was accompanied with appropriate Neu-
mann and/or Dirichlet boundary conditions. With
the model described in Section 2.1 we have per-
formed an extensive parametric analysis, which
was obtained by using the Parametric Sweep op-
tion in COMSOL Multiphysics.

In order to upgrade the COMSOL model from
the formulation described in Section 2.1 to the
formulation given in Section 2.2 we first intro-
duce new parameters/variables for the description
of terms (8)-(10). Further, one General Form
PDE representing the liquid water field is added,
source/sink terms are modified according to (10)
and appropriate boundary conditions are defined.

3. Results

Here we present a small portion of results
that we obtained with COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3
with the model presented in Section 2.1. In this
example we varied the MEA boundary values of
temperature, between 323 K and 363 K, and the
molar fractions of oxygen and hydrogen of the

supplying gas mixture, between 0.2 and 1. In Fig.
2 we present the current-voltage curves for four
sets of boundary conditions. It can be seen that

Figure 2: Current-voltage curves obtained with COM-
SOL Multiphysics 4.3 for varied boundary temperature
conditions and molar fractions of oxygen and hydrogen
of the supplying gas mixture.

at low current levels the increase of temperature
slightly lowers the current, whereas for the cur-
rents greater the 5000 A/m2, the fuel cell delivers
more current at a specific voltage. The increase
in the molar fractions leads to higher currents at
a specific voltage. In the curve corresponding to
higher boundary temperature and lower boundary
molar fraction we can observe a mass-transport
limitation, which is expressed by a very sharp de-
crease in voltage at around 25000 A/m2.

4. Conclusion

The research and development of PEMFC nu-
merical models is of great importance for the en-
ergy sustainable future. Our experience shows
that COMSOL Multiphysics is a perfect testing
ground for MEA model development. One can
easily change the model and see the influence of a
particular field/parameter on the results, which is
a good guidance to what is important and which
effects can be neglected in the model. We also
use the COMSOL Multiphiysics results as a refer-
ence point for our in-house software SESES [1],
which is later used to perform 2D+1D simulations
on complex gas distribution flow-fields.
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